The role of osteopontin on calcium oxalate crystal formation.
We evaluated whether osteopontin (OPN) and other proteins with the RGD sequence as in OPN (RGD family proteins) that are present in renal tubular cells (fibronectin [FN], Tamm-Horsfall glycoprotein [THP], vitronectin [VN], and laminin [LN]) inhibit the aggregation and growth of calcium oxalate (CaOx) crystals by a novel seed crystal method using collagen granules (CG) with and without OPN adhered on the surface. We also evaluated the effect of solid phase OPN, FN and THP in which the relationship between their proteins and CaOx crystallization was reported. Moreover, the state and time-course changes in CaOx crystals adhered to CG were observed under scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The inhibitory activity (IA) on the aggregation and growth of CaOx crystals was measured in vitro by the conventional seed crystal method using isotopes. In this study, the following nine samples were used: OPN alone; FN alone; THP alone; VN alone; LN alone; CG alone; and CG with OPN, FN, or THP adhered on the surface (OPN/FN/THP-immobilized CG). In addition, the state and time-course changes in CaOx crystals adhered to CG were evaluated by SEM. Using the conventional seed crystal method, the following values of IA were obtained: 91.7% (37.5 micro g/ml) for OPN, 5.0% (100 micro g/ml) for FN, 2.0% (100 micro g/ml) for THP, 3.0% (100 micro g/ml) for VN, and 1.0% (100 micro g/ml) for LN. However, the value of IA obtained by our seed crystal method using CG was 92.1% (180cm(2)/5ml PBS) when CG alone was used. Although the value of IA was decreased by 33.6% when OPN-immobilized CG was used, it did not significantly change when FN/THP-immobilized CG was used. When CG alone was used, the evaluation of CaOx crystallization by SEM demonstrated mild adherence and aggregation of CaOx crystal suspension (seed crystals) on the CG surface, although newly formed crystals only slightly adhered to the CG surface. When OPN-immobilized CG was used, marked adherence and aggregation of seed crystals were observed, in addition to the relatively increased adherence of newly formed crystals. When FN/THP-immobilized CG was used, newly formed crystals only slightly adhered to the CG surface, although the degree of seed crystal adherence and aggregation did not significantly change. These findings suggest that the immobilization of OPN to the CG surface enhances the adherence and aggregation of seed crystals, as well as enhancing the adherence of newly formed crystals, resulting in decreased IA of CG (overall promotion of crystal deposition). Therefore, the results of this study clarified that OPN enhances the formation and aggregation of CaOx crystals in this experimental system.